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Hosts and hostesses seniors Duncan Michael, Victoria DeBoef, Renee Maynard, and junior Ross Smith will take audiences on a trip to New York City
without leaving the comfort of the Benson Auditorium on Friday and Saturday evening at 7 p.m., and Saturday afternoon at 2 p.m.

CURTAIN UP!
in

this

special

edition

‘That Broadway Rhythm’
The impact of live theater on
generations past and present
JOSHUA JOHNSON
editor-in-chief

‘Neon lights are bright on Broadway’

Lighting designers and technicians Colt Cannon
and Steve Martin work day and night to illuminate
the Benson year after year, page 1C.

‘Oh, I’ll do something incredible’
Students do more than perform for family and
friends; each club competes for a cause, page 2C.

A little taste of the New York theater scene
is making its Searcy debut this weekend in
the form of Spring Sing 2017: “Curtain Up!”
This year’s opening number, an adaptation
of “Bigger” from the 2013 Tony Awards, reminds us that there is a “kid in the middle of
nowhere who’s sitting there living for Tony
performances … So we might reassure that
kid, and do something to spur that kid, ‘cause I
promise you all of us up here tonight: we were
that kid.” According to senior Delta Gamma
Rho club show director Caroline Nelson, she
was that kid — except she was living for Spring
Sing performances, even before becoming a
Harding student.
“I remember when I first saw Spring Sing, I
was on the fence about coming
to Harding,”Nelson said.“But
they had fire and confetti
and more people than you
could count on the stage,
and I just said, ‘Whoa. OK,
this is interesting.’”

see BROADWAY
RHYTHM, 1C
Top photo by AMANDA FLOYD | Graphic by CECILIA NUTT and DARRIAN BAGLEY
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Supreme Court
justice sworn in
EMILY WHEELESS
student writer

Q&A with SA president-elect
RYANN HEIM | The Bison

HANNAH MOORE
opinions editor
Junior Bible and missions and pre-medicine student
Dakota Ellis won the Student Association (SA) elections
held Wednesday, April 5. He ran with his two friends, senior
Davis Nossaman for vice president and junior Curt Baker
for treasurer, who won their respective elections as well.
Q: Why did you decide to come to Harding?
A: It was because of the opportunity to be part of a Bible
and missions program and also study medicine, which are
two things I’m very passionate about.
Q: Why did you initially decide to run for SA president?
A: I was presented the opportunity to serve as Impact
co-director, and I was also given the opportunity to serve as
SA junior representative in charge of the chapel committee.
I think both of those showed me ways in which I can help
better the student body … I saw myself as somebody that
had the ability and some of the networks already in place.
Q: How did you decide on your campaign strategy?
A: Davis and Curt actually contacted me saying they
wanted to run before Christmas break, and I had just
pushed it off. Eventually, I decided that was something I
would look into. Since January, we’ve been meeting once
per week on Thursdays, formulating what it would look
like if we served as SA executives. We had a vision, we had
passion and we had the desire, so it made sense. The “Ask
Me” just kind of made sense as well. It was the best way
we thought we could link ourselves together; we could all
do something that was noticeable on Harding’s campus.
We were sure to get permission from Ashel (Parsons,
international programs administrator).
Q: What are some specific plans that you’ve made
already for next year?
A: I’ll give you three. Number one, engaging the Business
Office along with Aramark to see if there’d be any way
that at the end of the semester, if any individual has 25 caf
swipes or more for that to be transferred in to $25 DCB.

Another would be the renovation and development of Gin
Creek into a recreational area, putting a sidewalk along the
side, with park benches and grills, perhaps with lights. The
last thing would be forming the White County Relations
Committee. This would have two purposes: one to link
White County in regards to mentorship where students
can join whatever their profession is and then network
them, and also service.
Q: What are your plans for after graduation?
A: My immediate plans are to hopefully get accepted to
medical school. After that, I’ll pursue a degree in medicine
and get a master’s in bioethics and serve on an ethics board,
and then perhaps work at a missions clinic overseas.
Q: What are some of your personality types and how
do they speak to your strengths and weaknesses?
A: With the DiSC profile, each individual is given a
different letter for how you work in teams. Mine is D,
which is the domineering type, seeking innovating problem
solving methods. Naturally, I have a leadership quality. The
negatives of that is that I would be wanting to do everything
by myself, thinking I had all the answers and thinking that
my way is the best way. The positives are that I’m going to
think of innovative ways hopefully and that I’m going to
get the job done by all means possible.
Q: What makes being at Harding great to you?
A: My favorite part about being at Harding is the
opportunities it presents. I think Harding is an extremely
relevant and engaged place in our culture but also harbors
the tenets of our faith. I think it really allows us to engage
in all areas of life while being in a sense safe and actually
being able fail at this time in life and you can still have
a safety net. Harding’s a safe place to try and to fail or
try and succeed, and I like those opportunities. I like the
opportunity to travel. I was presented with the opportunity
to go to Africa freshman year through Global Outreach
and travel to Harding University in Greece. It just presents
a lot of opportunities to students I think, and that’s the
reason it’s great to be at Harding for me.

On Monday, April 10,
after a unique confirmation
process, Neil Gorsuch was
sworn in as the 113th Supreme
Court Justice.
Gorsuch took the judicial
oath in the White House Rose
Garden in a public ceremony
where the other eight justices as
well as President Trump were
in attendance. Along with this
public ceremony, Gorsuch was
sworn in privately by Chief
Justice John G. Roberts Jr.,
according to the NY Times.
“Justice Gorsuch, you
are now entrusted with the
sacred duty of defending our
Constitution,” Trump said at
the Rose Garden ceremony.
“Our country is counting
on you to be wise, impartial
and fair, to serve under our
laws, not over them, and to
safeguard the right of the
people to govern their own
affairs.”
The ceremony was a triumph
for Trump, who before the
election put heavy emphasis on
his pledge to appoint another
committed conservative to
succeed Justice Antonin
Scalia. This process started
one year ago when former
President Barack Obama
made a nomination for a new
justice, but the court decided
that the nomination decision
should be in the hands of the
newly-inducted president.
“(Gorsuch) believes that
the Constitution is the
supreme law of the land and
that although amendments are
crucial to the ever-changing
society that we live in, the
Constitution, for the most
part, should be left untouched,”
junior public administration
major Luke Helms said.
Gorsuch’s confirmation
process sparked debate
between the two political
parties. After Democrats
waged a filibuster against
him, making it impossible to

reach the 60 votes required
to advance his nomination
to a final vote, Republicans
invoked the nuclear option,
lowering the firm rules on
Supreme Court nominations
to a simple majority vote.
A nuclear option is a rare
parliamentary procedure that
allows the U.S. Senate to
override a rule or precedent by
a simple majority of 51 votes,
instead of by a supermajority
of 60 votes. Senior social
work major Sarah Littleton
said she disagreed with this
decision.
“Gorsuch may be a wellqualified future Supreme Court
justice, but I do not believe
voting him in was worth the
senate going nuclear,”Littleton
said. “The voting rules were
in place so that our Supreme
Court would not become full
of partisan judges, remaining
an accurate representation of
U.S. citizens. With these new
rules in place, the makeup
of our Supreme Court may
never look as neutral.”

“Justice Gorsuch,
you are now
entrusted with
the sacred duty
of defending our
Constitution.”
- President
Donald Trump
At 49, Gorsuch has the
potential of serving 30 years
or more as a justice in the
Supreme Court. He served as
clerk under Justice Anthony
Kennedy prior to becoming
a justice.
“His experience clerking
for Supreme Court justices
and serving as a judge on
the 10th Circuit Court of
Appeal should leave no doubt
that he has an impressive
resume that qualifies him for
this position,” Helms said.
“Gorsuch has spent his career
as a Constitutional originalist.
He does not mince words and
he sticks to his guns.”

Courtesy of DARLA INO

Digital plans for the library were presented in a city hall meeting on Tuesday, April 11. Another meeting will be held on April 20 that will be open to the public.

City makes plans for new Searcy Public Library
JAISA HOGUE
news editor

A real and personal property tax for Searcy residents to
support a bond issue will be requested in a special election
on May 9. This tax will allow plans to move forward in
building a new public library for the town of Searcy and
retiring the current facility.
According to Darla Ino, director of the White County
Regional Library System, they are hoping to raise a total
of $13 million for the new library. Approximately $9.2 to
$9.8 million would go towards the actual construction of the
facility, while the other $3.2 to $3.8 million would cover all
other expenses such as furniture and equipment. Ino said that
although the bond is a 30-year bond, they are confident that
it will be paid off in less than 20 years based on the success
of grants and private donations that they will campaign for.
According to Ino, the tax increase will cost Searcy’s medium
household about $5.66 per month.
“It’s not just a metal building to throw up and move into;
it’s something we know is going to be a landmark type of
building,” Ino said. “We want to do it right, to do something
that the community is proud of. We feel like it just adds

significantly to the quality of life for people that live here
and also for people who visit. They will know that Searcy is
a place that values education.”
The current Searcy Public Library was built in 1966
when the population of Searcy was around 9 thousand
people, according to Ino. Today, Ino said, the population is
around 23 thousand and several assessments of the library
have suggested that the space is simply not big enough. In
April 2016, the city council granted them the site of Searcy’s
old community pool beside Berryhill Park. According to
Ino, several focus groups have visited the library to provide
opinions of the current facility to ensure that the new library
will include things the community wants and needs.
Searcy resident, senior Rebecca Buterbaugh said that she
believes a new library is needed for the Searcy community,
but that she feels the tax is not necessary.
“We already pay a lot in taxes,” Buterbaugh said. “If the
library is important to the community, which I think it is
and it should be, we should be raising the money through
fundraising and just any other way.”
City Alderman Steve Sterling said the city council has
chosen not to take a position on the millage and have not
asked for a resolution either for or against.

Ino said that the new facility will be two stories and will
include many new features such as more room for collections
and computers as well as a drive-through for book returns
and pick up. There will be another meeting at the library
April 20 at 5 p.m. to address any concerns or feedback from
the public. If the vote passes on May 9, construction is set to
break ground toward the end of this year or the beginning
of 2018 and the proposed grand opening is set for March
of 2019. You can visit the White County Library website
to view the needs assessment and the building program for
the new facility.

Community
Banking
that will...

Find us on
Facebook
2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy. • 800 E. Beebe Capps Expy. • 2801 E. Race St.
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hannah j. moore

The Toilet Review, pt. 2
daniel evans

guest
writer

I

’ve been reading the Bison for four
years now, and the article with which I
felt the most connection was “The Toilet
Review.” Written by Zach Hailey and
published on Feb. 28, 2014, “The Toilet
Review” is a survey course in Harding
restrooms. It was exactly what I needed
as a freshman, and this is a brief summary
of what I have learned in four years of
going to the bathroom.
The singularities of Harding restrooms
are astonishing. They were obviously
designed with the diverse interests of
students in mind. Fathers of infants

should use the Jimi Hendrix building
first floor restroom or the Shores lobby
restroom for their baby-changing stations.
The most decorated restrooms I’ve seen
were in Graduate Hall room 105, Allen
Hall third floor circa 2015, or the upstairs
Student Center restroom across from the
Center for Student Success, complete with
a miniature bust of Sophocles. Those who
prefer a “high-chair” style experience
should search the first floor of the art
building for a unique commode.
The art department isn’t the only one
whose restrooms cater to the desires of
its students. The Reynolds has newspaper
articles affixed to the walls at eye level
above the urinals for a quick Arkansas
update. The GAC has locker rooms for
pregame usage and sinks that are operated
by a pedal for those who are coordinated
enough to use them. The second floor
of the Ganus building has an antique
cabinet that tells of American history.
The bathroom is one of the best places

to engage in what you’re learning. The
science department should think about
offering pH strips in theirs.
In a recent, unofficial survey of friends
in the library, I noticed that many of the
seniors polled had a personalized answer
to “Which bathroom on campus is your
favorite?” While freshmen all claimed
the first f loor Heritage restrooms as
supreme, many more experienced users
spoke of nooks and crannies with water
closets that even a professional campus
walker might not know about. Whether
you’re looking out of necessity, need for
fellowship or desire for leisure, there is a
bathroom on campus that fits. I encourage
you to go find a new one today. It might
change your life.
DANIEL EVANS is a guest writer
for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
devans1@harding.edu.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT... SPRING SING EDITION
Justice Laws @justice_laws29·4/12/17
Spring Sing week day 2: while in the middle of me changing for
ensemble the door opened and I made eye contact with a girl in Chios.

Elizabeth Miller @Elizabazinga·4/11/17
"Oh you're Light Ivory? You're tanner than me. I'm Porcelain" -two
anonymous Knights members discussing spring sing foundation shades

Sara Anne Brown @sabrown_32·4/11/17
Last night I ran smack into a wall during transition mid-spring sing show.
It's all up from here, right??

michalie brown @michaliebrown·4/2/17
I’m going to be late for spring sing so I think I’m just gunna tell them I
got baptized so they won’t be mad.” - anonymous GSP member
Graphic by HANNAH J. MOORE

Just a Northern girl living in a Southern world
raianne mason

guest
writer

Y

ankee: someone from a Northern
state. The first person to ever call me
a Yankee was Bruce McLarty. In fact, he
called me a Yankee a total of three times
over the course of a single luncheon. As
a resident of Ohio, this term applies to
me, but I didn’t know it until I came to
school here in Arkansas.
As it turned out, there were a lot of things
I didn’t know until I came to school in the
South. For example, apparently oversized
T-shirts and Chacos, or “chalkies” as my
little sister called them when she visited,
are considered fashionable. Everyone
seems to think that “y’all” is a real word
and pop is referred to as Coke, which for
the record is a brand of pop. I won’t even
address those crazy people who use the
word “soda.” They’re just wrong.
People are always smiling at me here.
In Ohio, you don’t look at people you

staff

don’t know; that’s considered staring.
You especially don’t smile at them; that’s
considered creepy. My mother, born and
raised a Texan, tells me that people in the
North are rude. I disagree. I just think
it’s a different culture.
In the North, we don’t say “yes ma’am”
and “yes sir,” and it isn’t because we’re being
disrespectful. In fact, quite the opposite
is true. If I were to say “yes ma’am” to an
adult in the North, she would think I was
sassing her. In the North, we let our “yeah”
be yes and our “nah” be no, and things
are just fine, no ma’ams or sirs necessary.
Another good example is holding
doors. It isn’t rude to not hold the door
for someone in the North. In actuality,
sometimes it’s rude to hold the door open.
It’s far too cold for that, and you’d let all
the heat out. In the South, you could
be 100 feet from the door and someone
would still hold it open for you.
One of my favorite pastimes since
coming to school here is what I like to
call door racing. This is where I race a
boy to see if I can open the door before
he can. We’ll both be walking toward a
door, and I’ll see him speed up to try and
open it for me. So naturally, I speed up to
match his pace. He responds by increasing
his speed until we’re both speed walking

toward the door. Whoever gets there first
is the winner.
These cultural differences are often a
source of confusion for us Northerners,
but I have to admit, the South is rather
charming. Even though Southerners walk
slow, talk with a funny accent and have
a rather large obsession with sweet tea,
I’ve learned to love the South.
I love the warm weather and the fact
that the mere mention of snow makes
everyone run for bottled water and close
down school for a week. I love that people
are friendly and genuine. I love that men
are gentlemen and want to hold the door
for me, even if they have to race me for
it. I don’t even mind adding ma’am and
sir to my vocabulary.
But I will never say y’all, nor will I ever
refer to pop as Coke. I’m too much of a
Yankee for that. And for all you other
Yankees out there, never fear; Bruce told
me he “still takes pictures with Yankees.”

RAIANNE MASON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
rmason4@harding.edu.

it’s
complicated

I

Curveball

t’s that time of the year where everyone and their
brother sends you a survey to take: housing, teacher
evaluations, and for the seniors you have an extra
thousand concerning your academic program and
your entire Harding experience. This is also the time
in the semester where every single adult you come
in contact with will ask you what you plan on doing
for the summer or after graduation. One survey in
particular asked about my post-graduation plans, the
worst of both worlds. This leads me to ask myself the
question: am I really prepared for this real life thing
I have to do?
About a year ago, I scheduled one of my finals in
the testing lab. I felt that I was finished with studying,
and I wanted to get the test over with so I arrived at
the testing lab early. They didn’t have a computer open
for me, so they told me to come back in about an hour.
I went to the Student Center to check my mail and
grab a bagel to pass the time. At the time Einstein’s
was still fairly new, and I got a blueberry bagel with
strawberry schmear. I hate that word. Schmear.
I sat at a table near the bookstore, and I heard a
man approach a group of girls sitting at a table behind me. He said, “Hi, I’m making this video asking
current students if they were prepared to come to
college. Would you mind if I recorded you talking
about this?” I don’t know what the video was for or
what the point of it was, and I still don’t really know
who this guy is, but I see him around everywhere and
I assume he’s an admissions counselor.
These kinds of interactions make me really nervous.
I don’t really like the way I sound recorded (this is one
of the reasons I despise transcribing my own interviews)
and I typically require some kind of preparation in
order for the noises that come out of my mouth to
be coherent enough for the average listener. As the
butterflies began to swarm in my stomach, I thought
about what I would say if this mystery man solicited
an answer from me.
He never walked up to me, and I was definitely
relieved. I still remember this seemingly pointless story
because of the unspoken answer I had conjured up in
my brain: No, I wasn’t prepared for college because
you can never be fully prepared for anything.
I spent hours studying for my advanced placement
chemistry and calculus classes, I volunteered at church,
joined the show choir program and played soccer for a
little while. I took an ACT prep course. Colleges use
this arbitrary test score as a gauge to judge whether
or not you are prepared to go to college, and Harding
gave me some free money because I was apparently
prepared enough to come here.
There were things that I encountered during my
undergraduate college years that no amount of high
school instruction could have prepared me for. My
parents got divorced. I had to learn how to be social
because I only had a few friends growing up. My faith
was challenged. I changed my major several times. I
had terrible roommates at some points.
Even though I am graduating very soon and my
program was excellent, college didn’t prepare me for
some things life will inevitably hurl at me afterward
(she throws a mean curveball). I am buying a car soon
after commencement. I have to rent my first apartment.
I have to get my first big girl job. I’m hopefully going
to graduate school where I will take my first online,
night and weekend classes. Some day, I’ll decide to
get married and have children, which are two things
I can definitively say I’ve never done before.
Nothing you do in life will adequately equip you with
all of the skills you need for the challenges ahead. But
if life were predictable and none of your experiences
actually required any expenditure of work or stress,
wouldn’t it be really really boring? I guess that’s the
beauty of life. It’s hard, but it is fun.
HANNAH J. MOORE is the opinions editor
for the Bison.
She may be contacted at hmoore@harding.edu.
Twitter: @hannah_j_moore
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joshua johnson

same song,
second verse

T

‘Standing
in your
doorway’

hose who know me well can attest
to one thing: I am a hopeless
romantic.
For that, I blame the movie “Spider-Man 2.”
Also “Tuck Everlasting,” I mean,
who doesn’t shed tears when Jesse
Tuck announces his eternal love in the
pouring rain for the mortal idiot who
didn’t just drink the water …
But I digress. Let ’s talk about
“Spider-Man 2.”
It is arguably the greatest superhero
movie of all time, boasting a sky-high 93
percent on Rotten Tomatoes, a perfect
4/4 from Roger Ebert and the ability
to make my fairly resilient father laugh
and cry — a feat that only “Ben-Hur”
and “Bambi” have ever accomplished.
“It’s a superhero movie for people
who don’t go to superhero movies,”
Ebert said in his original 2004 review.
“And for those who do, it’s the one
they’ve been yearning for.”
I couldn’t agree more. While Tobey
Maguire is a weak actor who never
should have been chosen for the role,
and while I believe Andrew Garfield
worked harder for less praise (a column
for another day), my dad and Roger Ebert
are not wrong. Succeeding where other
superhero films fail time and time again,
“Spider-Man 2” is true to the qualities
that made Spidey a phenomenon from
the get-go: it attacks the heart, instead
of just Maguire’s fake abs.
In 1963, Stan Lee introduced “the
new superhero.” While Spider-Man is
untouchable — a giddy jokester with the
humor level of a third-grader — Peter
Parker is anything but strong. In fact, he
boasts the emotional maturity of, well,
a third grader. Hopelessly inarticulate
and amusingly backward, Maguire rises
above his dismal performance in the
first movie by discovering what has
made the world devour every Spidey
story to hit the bookstores and the big
screen since the 60s.
It’s pretty simple: it’s just love.
Not billionaire playboy love. Not
even sensible, mature love. Young,
poor, reckless love. Love so amateur
and simple that it seems impossible.
Expounding on Ebert’s analysis,
I would argue that Spider-Man is a
superhero for those who don’t even
like superheroes. And for those who
do, he’s the hero they’ve been yearning
for. Peter Parker is a real boy, capable
of real feelings beneath his mask of
power. He loves his Uncle Ben. He
loves his Aunt May.
More than anything, Peter Parker
loves his Mary Jane. He loves her so
much that he is willing to risk sacrificing his own happiness, his own
integrity and his own life to keep her
out of harm’s way.
Peter Parker made my 2004 self
understand what it meant to be in
love. Young, poor, reckless love. Love
superior to anything I had ever seen
from Marvel, D.C., or “Bambi” (sorry,
Dad).
I am a hopeless romantic. Unashamedly so, and I look forward to
the day I encounter a superhero movie
that moves me like Sam Raimi’s Spider-Man sequel.
“So, here I am, standing in your
doorway.” Mary Jane’s words will forever
be the ruler with which I measure my
own feelings. “I’ve always been standing
in your doorway.”
JOSHUA JOHNSON is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jjohnson4@harding.edu.
Twitter: @joshjohnson146

Free Student Meal Coupon
Redeemable by accompanying any spring sing parents, parents of friends, or extended family to dinner!
Applies to any restaurant these people are willing to pay for !!!

patrick jones

guest
writer

O

n more than one occasion, I have been
asked why I do theater. For years, I
never had an answer except, “I got bored
with everything else.” However, anyone who
knows the slightest thing about theater knows
that no one is ever in it just because they got
bored, and they certainly aren’t involved for
the paycheck (if there is one). The reason
goes much deeper than that.
Since its beginnings in 6th century B.C.
Greece, theater has been commenting on the
“human condition,” or at least that’s how it’s
known in modern day theater. While the term
“human condition” always refers to the arts
making a statement to key events in humanity
and what it means to exist as a human being,
I prefer a lighter, more optimistic term: the
art of being.

The art of being
This art of being always tends to become
more popular among humanity as a whole
when trying times test us, such as the spike
of interest in theater during and after World
Wars I and II. Perhaps we should take note
that there has also been an influx of theater in
the world in the past 20 years. The reasoning
for this is simple. Not only do we as human
beings need to be reminded of what it means
to be human, we need to be reminded that
we do not struggle through it alone.
What people tend to forget is that just
because we comment on what it means to
be human doesn’t mean that it has to be a
lonely journey.
The first time I thought about how theater
fits into this conversation about humanity was
last summer during the production of “The
Nerd” at Searcy Summer Dinner Theatre.
When we were in the lobby talking with
audience members, it dawned on me that
I couldn’t remember the last time someone
came up to me and told me that the show
they had just seen made them leave the
theater thinking. I remember driving home
that night wondering if that’s all theater had
come to, a place of entertainment where we
could escape.

Illustration by RACHEL GIBSON

It took me months to realize that this
was exactly what theater was, and that it
had always been that, but in no way did that
mean that it wasn’t still in the conversation
about the art of being. In World War I, not
only were people and nations under attack,
but there was a war on theatre, as well. There
were incidences where people would risk their
lives just to go to the theater. Their reason?
To escape.
The same is true today. We go to the theater
to enjoy ourselves, to temporarily forget our
problems, and that is in no way a bad thing.
Because while we are there at the theater,
enjoying our entertainment, with dinner if
we’re lucky, we are doing so together. Not
alone, but as one whole determined to not
only enjoy this art in the moment, but to
make memory of it.
So the next time you feel trapped in this
world, at your job, in your life, know you
aren’t the only one. Find a theater. Find what
it means to be human. Enjoy it.
PATRICK JONES is a
guest writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
pjones8@harding.edu.

Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact Hannah J. Moore at hmoore@harding.edu.
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fter I washed my hands of the all-dirt
diet, someone else suggested I consider
the Whole 30 program. It seems that diets
are a lot like ants. If you squash one, another
will come right behind it to ruin your picnic.
I have also discovered that no matter what
you are eating, someone, somewhere will
disapprove. We seem to have completely
abandoned the principle of “Eat and let
eat,” a motto which has held true since the
Jurassic era.
But of all the heavy-handed diet programs
inflicted by the food patrol, the Whole 30
takes the cake. Literally. If you have cake,
they will take it from you. In fact, if you’re
on the Whole 30 diet and dare to dip your
pinky into the frosting at your cousin’s
wedding, Jillian Michaels will show up
to the reception and pummel you with a
Bowflex handlebar.
On the Whole 30 program, the following
is verboten: No sugar, real or artificial. No
bread or grains or cereals of any kind. No
milk, cheese, cream or butter. No peanut
butter, even. No beans or corn. No pizza
or waffles. No potato chips. No muffins.
Someone had to sit down and make out
this list. I picture Snidely Whiplash from
the old Dudley Do-Right cartoon, wearing
a cape and top hat, gleefully brainstorming foods to forbid. When he thought of
banning muffins, I bet he reared his head
back, stroked his pointy moustache, pictured
children weeping, and smiled.
So what is allowed? Kale, flaxseed and
crushed ice. You can have meat if it’s all-nat

Thirty something
michael
claxton

ural and not processed. I imagine if you bit
into a live goat, that would be fine. Funny, I
didn’t see “topsoil” on the menu, but Dr. Axe
may have a copyright on that. Of course, the
Whole 30 has a book, “It Starts with Food.”
This volume, too, has outsold my book by
800 percent. If just eight of you bought my
book, by the way, I could gain a percent. I
have copies in the car.
The creators of the Whole 30 diet promise
“This will change your life.” If you follow the
program for 30 days, the website boasts, “It
will change the emotional relationship you
have with food.”Yes, indeed it will. Beginning
with the emotion of happiness.
You will lose weight, and I can give you
the exact timeline by which this will happen:
Day One: You read the list of foods you
can never eat again.
Day Two: You lose the will to live.
Day Five: You actually pass away from
starvation.
Day 26: The pounds just fall right off.
Get this. The Whole 30 people add yet
another rule: “You are not allowed to step
on the scale or take any body measurements
during the duration of the program.” Of

course, being too weak to mount the bathroom scale in the time you have left, you
will not be tempted.
Naturally, you are encouraged to buy
organic food — grass-fed artichokes and
whatnot — and naturally, you cannot smother
it in grease. So how do you flavor all this
bland fare? According to the list, you are
allowed to use “duck fat” in cooking. But
have you seen the average mallard? There’s
not enough fat on a duck to deep fry half a
ramen noodle.Think of how many you’ll have
to shoot just to flavor your organic turnips.
Not to mention all that time hiding in the
tall grass during duck season.
This is why people go to Wendy’s.
It would be too much to say that the
Whole 30 program is a mind-bending cult.
It’s not Plexus, for crying out loud. And to
be fair, we could all stand to cut back on
those weekly waffles. Still, I’ll pass on their
30-day detox challenge.
But Clax, you ask, aren’t you afraid of
getting rebuttals from people who swear that
the Whole 30 diet saved their lives? No, I
am not. But I did get a letter from my firstgrade teacher, who said she really enjoyed
my book. So meet me in the parking lot if
you want a copy. I take payment in cash or
check. Or Zebra Cakes.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
mclaxto1@harding.edu.

At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between
our staff and the public it serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive
audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please email Joshua Johnson, the editor-in-chief, at jjohnson4@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS
577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001.” BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to
contribute work under the byline “guest writers.” Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers’ stories as they deem necessary, while still
identifying the work as the guest writers’ own.
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Unintentional
Bad Rule
Change
Major League Baseball
kicked off the regular season
last Sunday night. It was a
great night because my St.
Louis Cardinals were able
to beat the team I hate most
in baseball: the Chicago
Cubs. But that isn’t why I
will remember that game.
The game will stick out to
me because the Cardinals
catcher, Yadier Molina, was
the first player in the history
of baseball to be intentionally walked without a single
pitch being thrown.
This new rule was
a p p ro v e d by t h e M LB
on Tuesday, Feb. 21 in an
attempt to pick up the pace
of play during games. The
rule states that a coach can
give a signal to the pitcher
or umpire saying that they
wish to intentionally walk
the player going up to bat.
The umpire would then
award the batter to first
base without a single pitch
being thrown.
The problem is that by
doing this, it won’t really
speed up games at all. Some
estimates say that it’ll speed
up the game by 35 seconds,
while others say it will only
make the game 14 seconds
faster. There are many other
ways they can speed up the
pace of play during games
that wouldn’t take away
from the game itself.
This new rule takes so
much away from the game.
A team can decide to intentionally walk a batter
for many different reasons,
whether it be the eighth
batter in the lineup so they
can pitch to the pitcher
who is normally not the
best hitter in the lineup or
to avoid pitching to a good
batter on the team.
Taking away the pitches
in an intentional walk takes
more away from the game
than most people realize,
with one of the biggest
reasons being that anything
can happen when you
throw a pitch. If you have
ever seen someone being
intentionally walked, I am
sure you have noticed how
non-chalant the pitcher is
when throwing the ball to
the catcher. There have been
instances where the pitcher
throws the ball wildly to the
point where it goes past the
catcher, allowing someone
on base to take an extra base
without the fear of being
thrown out. Things like this
happen more than people
know, and can even change
the outcome of the game.
This may not be a rule
change that is detrimental
to the game of baseball, but
it is one that doesn’t make
any sense, and ultimately will
not do anything to make the
game better. And the fact
that it is changing a rule
that has impacted games
in the past just adds to the
fact that this rule change
makes no sense at all.

EVAN SWEARINGEN | The Bison

Redshirt freshman Brooks Pitaniello touches home plate to score a run for the Bisons baseball team against Hendrix College on
April 11. The Bisons defeated the Warriors 11-7, and will take on Southern Arkansas University (SAU) today in a doubleheader.
The first game begins at 2 p.m.

Baseball team wins five straight
CLAIRE PATTON
head web editor

The baseball team pulled
three victories over East
Central University (ECU)
with scores of 5-2, 5-3 and
2-0 respectively on April 7
and 8, then another victory
against Hendrix College
11-7 on April 11. The four
wins add to the Bisons’s
five game winning streak,
sending them to the sixth
spot in the Great American
Conference.
The Bisons swept the ECU
series with three wins over
the weekend, with junior
Jackson Ward pitching a
no-hitter into the seventh
inning before ECU’s players
began making contact, nearly
making history by pitching
the first no hitter for Harding
since 2010.
Ward pitched 55 strikes
overall before freshman Raiff
Beever took his place on the
mound. Sophomore Ben

Brauss and juniors Grant
Guest and Chris Taylor were
among those that planted
strong hits that pushed the
Bisons to their win.
“By getting a three-game
sweep of ECU, that essentially puts us four games up
on both ECU and Ouachita
Baptist University in the
conference standings and we
also have the tie breaker on
both of them,” redshirt junior
outfielder Zach Beasley said.
Before the series at ECU,
the Bisons were in a three
way tie with ECU and OBU
in conference standing,
according to Beasley.
“East Central was a series
we had to win,” Guest said.
“I’m extremely proud of
the way our guys fought
and battled through the
weekend.”
Brauss started the game
agaisnt Hendrix College
Tueday with a leadoff home
run. Later, Taylor hit another
in the sixth to secure the

victory for the Bisons, his
third one hit this season.
Every starter had at least
one hit during the game.
Freshman Logan McCall
came in during the third
and pitched 4 1/3 innings
with no runs.
“The win Tuesday was
big because it keeps things
rolling into a big weekend at
Southern Arkansas University this coming weekend,”
Beasley said.
W ith the three GAC
wins over the weekend, the
Bisons are sixth out of the
eight tournament eligible
teams, giving them a good
position as they get closer
to the end of the season
and into the beginning of
the tournament.
“(These games were) also
a big step for us as a team
because it got us back on
track,” Beasley said. “We
talked at the halfway point
of the season that we were
going to be a good second-half

team. We said that we were
going to work as hard as
possible to make sure we
have the best second half
we can have and be able to
have a full head of esteem
entering the conference
tournament.”
The Bisons have a 16-21
record in regular season
games and an 11-13 record
for GAC games. Three regular season games and six
conference games remain

before the GAC tournament
beginning May 5.
“We have faced a lot of
adversity this season, but I’m
so blessed and thankful to be
a part of this team,” Guest
said. “I learn something
new about myself and my
teammates every day.”
The Bisons will next play
a doubleheader at Southern
Arkansas University on April
14 beginning at 2 p.m. and
5 p.m.
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Women’s golf team starts season in Florida
RANEISHA STASSIN
student writer

The Lady Bisons golf team
returned to the links for the first
time this season as they competed
in the Argonaut Invitational in
Pensacola, Florida, hosted by the
University of West Florida. Team
members had a rainy start to the
tournament as storms delayed the
54-hole event for five hours on the
first day of the two-day tournament.
The team ended the event in eighth
place. Top golfers were sophomore
Delaney Bowles and junior Katelyn
Walker, who both tied for 39th at
32-over 176.
“It’s the first tournament, so I
know that we’re just getting back
into the swing of things and getting
back into the routine,” Walker said.
“We’re hoping next week we’ll get
back into shooting lower and playing
better.”
The team has now shifted their
attention to the upcoming Central
Region Spring Preview held next
week in Springfield, Missouri. They
are hoping to see an overall improvement in their performance this time
as they continue to get back into the
TAYLOR HODGES is the swing of things.
head sports editor for the
“My hopes are that we play betBison. He may be contacted ter as a team,” Bowles said. “I want
at thodges@harding.edu. everyone to play well both days and
Twitter: @thodges_2
be consistent and be content with

how they played.”
The team members focus their
practices around their short game.
They are also working to keep each
other motivated. According to
freshman Carlee Freeman, the team
members are close and frequently
communicate with one another.
“We talk a lot in our group message,
and we write notes to each other,”
Freeman said. “It’s just a good way
to support each other.”
The team is still in the process
of transitioning from one season
to the next, and continue to work
hard despite the transition. They are
hoping students will still remember
to support them while they prepare
for upcoming events.
Their next home event will be the
Natural State Classic held in Heber
Springs, Arkansas, from April 1718. The event begins at 8 a.m. and
students and family are encouraged
to go support the team.
“It’s nice for our friends to get to
come out and watch that but also
just being aware and encouraging of
golf,” Walker said. “It’s not talked
about as much because it’s not a
spectator sport.”
The team has a full schedule
for the rest of April, competing in
tournaments every week for the rest
of the month up until the Great
American Conference April 23-25
in Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Courtesy of JEFF MONTGOMERY

Junior Katelyn Walker lines up her putt in a practive round.
Walker went on to shoot a career-best 79 in the second round
of the Central Region Spring Preview in Springfield, Missouri.
Both men’s and women’s teams will host the Natural State
Classic in Heber Springs on April 17-18 at the Red Apple Inn
and Country Club.
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Communication through soccer: a student’s journey
TAYLOR HODGES
head sports editor
Every student athlete has a story of how they got to
Harding. Some have parents who attended, some have
grown up in Searcy around the Harding atmosphere for
most of their life and some have had youth ministers or
other mentors come here. But the story of junior midfielder
Van Thang is a little different than most.
Thang came to Harding from Lewisville, Texas, a town
about 50 minutes northwest of Dallas. Thang, however,
is originally from the small country of Burma, located in
Southeast Asia. Before coming to America, Thang had
to do the immigration paperwork in Malaysia before
arriving in the United States in 2007.
“I was born in Burma and lived there until I was 12,”
Thang said. “My family decided to come to America to
pursue better education for us. We came over here as
refugees.”
In 1962, the Burmese military took over the country,
making it a single-party socialist country. The country
has been under a liberalization process since 2010, and
they swore in their first president in March of this year,
making it the first democratically elected government
since the military coup in 1962.

“My family decided to come to America
to pursue better education for us. We
came over here as refugees.”
- Junior Van Thang
Thang said that soccer has been a big part of his life
ever since he was a child in Burma.
“When I was in Burma, I loved playing soccer, because
soccer and volleyball were really the only sports people
play in Burma,” Thang said. “Sometimes we would forget
to eat dinner or we would get in trouble for being out
late because we were always playing soccer.”
Coming to America as a refugee, Thang had trouble
adjusting to his new life in the States. The language barrier made things difficult at first. However, he was able
to use soccer as a way to make friends and adjust to this

new world he was now a part of.
“My first few days of school were kind of sad,” Thang
said. “The teacher would keep asking me questions, but I
couldn’t speak English. So when I would speak, the class
would laugh and make fun of my voice.
“I later moved to another school in sixth grade, and it
was a lot easier to adjust. I started playing soccer, and I
was able to learn English through soccer and the friends
I made were because of soccer.”
Thang was recruited for Harding by former head coach
of the men’s soccer team Odie Guzman, who once also
attended Lewisville High School.
“My high school coach also coached coach (Odie)
when he was in high school,” Thang said. “So our coach
contacted (Odie) and told him that he had a Burmese
kid who he thought should try out for Harding. I had
never even heard of Harding until then.”
Current head coach, Jon Ireland, recently completed
his first year of coaching the men’s team and won the
first conference championship in the program’s history.
Even though Ireland did not recruit Thang to Harding,
he credits a lot of the team’s success this season to his
work ethic and strong leadership.
“He is one of the hardest workers on our team by far,”
Ireland said. “In a lot of ways, he has been the heart and
soul of our team this year. He embodies everything that
we want in terms of work ethic.”
Ireland added that he believes Thang’s strong work
ethic can be partly traced back to his past, and having
to learn to adjust to a new life after leaving his home in
Burma to come to America.
“With (Thang), you can tell that his background has
definitely shaped who he is,” Ireland said. “He is willing
to do the things a lot of guys aren’t willing to do, and he’s
just happy to have an opportunity.”
Thang says that he likes to take the time to reflect on
his time at Harding, and he feels blessed to have come
from a small country in Southeast Asia to Arkansas
where he can receive a quality education while playing
the sport he loves.
“Harding has been such a huge blessing for me,” Thang
said. “I am really lucky to be here because I don’t think
there is a better place to be than Harding.”

EVAN SWEARINGEN | The Bison

Van Thang is a junior midfielder for the GAC
champion Bison men’s soccer team. He came to
America from Burma in 2007.

Examining the concussion protocol at Harding
aaron alexander

guest
writer
The shot goes up and bounces
off the rim. On Dec. 5, 2015,
senior forward Correy Moyer of
the Lady Bisons basketball team
goes up for the rebound, makes
contact with another player and
falls head first onto the hardwood.
Moyer was taken out of the game
and spent three recovering from
a concussion.
Bren Grymes, athletic trainer
for the women’s basketball and
volleyball teams, said Harding
takes concussion protocol seriously.
“Concussions are totally unpredictable,” Grymes said. “You
always have to be vigilant watching
out for players.”

If Grymes sees that a player
may be concussed, she will notify the coaching staff that they
need to come out of the game for
evaluation. During the evaluation,
Grymes asks the player questions
or to repeat a series of words. She
also checks the player’s senses
by testing the athlete’s sense of
touch, sight and hearing. If there
is any chance of the player having
a concussion, Grymes will sit the
player out for the rest of the game
and follow up with more tests in
the following days.
“The hard part about concussions is that they are so hard to
diagnose,” Grymes said. “There
are certain signs that signal an
athlete has a concussion, like if
they respond badly to the sensory
tests after first impact.”
Harding uses a computerized
test to examine concussions. The
baseline test examines an athlete’s

reaction time, memory, mental
processing and brain function.
The test is administered to every
Harding athlete before the season
begins. If an athlete is diagnosed
with a concussion, he or she takes
the baseline again and the results are
compared to the athlete’s original
score. A concussed athlete must
pass the baseline before they can
start the return-to-play protocol.
The return-to-play protocol
involves five steps: First, the
athlete goes through light conditioning activities such as using a
stationary bike or jogging. Second,
the athlete begins sport-specific
exercises. Third, the athlete moves
to heavier conditioning with no
contact. Fourth, the athlete starts
teams drills with light contact.
Fifth, the athlete participates in
a full-team practice with contact.
Grymes said athletes cannot
move on to the next step until

they are symptom free. Also, every
step calls for the athlete to attend
a full schedule of classes.
Not every impact to the brain
causes a concussion, but it is better
to err on the side of caution and
evaluate an athlete who may be
concussed, according to men’s
soccer head coach Jon Ireland.
“It used to be with collisions you
didn’t think anything about it, but
now your first thought is to check
for a concussion,” Ireland said.
The concern for future health
complications leads some athletes
to leave their sports. Ireland said
a goal keeper left the team last
season because he was diagnosed
with his third concussion in his
collegiate career.
However, some players still
continue to play with concussion
history, as is the case with junior
Emma Chilton of the women’s
soccer team. Chilton experienced

a concussion in high school. After
her recovery, Chilton said she
was hesitant to go after the ball,
not wanting to get another head
injury. However, she continued
to play until that fear was gone.
“The physicality is what makes
soccer fun,” Chilton said. “I like
to compete; that’s why I play.”
Chilton’s response is echoed
by many Harding athletes who
say the fear of concussions does
not affect their decision to play
the sports they love.
Concussions are a difficult injury
to understand, and as research
continues, Brian Cox, director of
athletic training at Harding, said
the university will look into new
research and guidelines to insure
the well-being of student athletes.
AARON ALEXANDER is a guest
writer for the Bison. He may be
contacted at
aalexander2@harding.edu.

Brody Ninemire

Bryle Alcorn

Emily Shell

Tennis

Softball

Baseball

Golf

Track

“House.”

“Country.”

“Rap.”

“Anything but rap.”

“Anything!
I just like music.”

“Romantic
comedies.”

“Action.”

“Chick flicks.”

“Disney.”

“Mexican.”

“Chinese.”

“Chipotle.”

“My mom’s.”

“Go to
Riverside Park.”

“Probably just
hanging out
with my friends.”

Brandon Hoagland

Lindsey Duncan

Our Athletes’ Views
on everyday life

Favorite music genre?

Favorite movie genre?

Favorite type of food?

Favorite thing to
do in Searcy?

“Comedy.”

“Asian.”

“Unknown.”

“Hanging out
with my team.”

“Sitting on the
Front Lawn
on a sunny day.”
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written
cards

RYANN HEIM| The Bison

Hannah Owens, director of digital media, stands in her home office with her original card designs.
Owens began her card business, Han-written, in 2015.
LUKE THEISEN
student writer
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
features editor
While growing up in Sherwood,
Arkansas, Director of Digital Media
Hannah Owens became familiar with
paper stock and the smell of ink. Her
father worked at Horton Brothers
Printing in Little Rock, and now she
finds herself working among paper and
ink while pursuing her own passion:
card making.
“I grew up getting cards from family
members and I always really enjoyed
having that written sentiment of love
or encouragement,” Owens said. “Even
when I was little I saved every card I
got, and I was really into design and
paper so it was a natural fit.”
When she was a junior in college,
Owens began to dream about owning
a card business. During her senior year,
she conducted research regarding card
sending for a class assignment.
“That was the starting point, once
I had done the research. I realized I
wanted to someday start a company
of my own, and I wanted to target
college students,” Owens said. “College students just go through a bunch
of transitions when they’re here so I

wanted them to send cards to each
other, and to other people, because it
helps in those times of transition to
give a card to someone else.”
Owens launched her card business,
Han-written, in November 2015 at
the Women for Harding Craft Fair.
She created a studio in her home and
filled it with paper, pens, a paper cutter
and a computer. Since then, she has
participated in local craft shows and
farmer’s markets while also selling her
products online.
“I started coming up with little
thoughts I could send people. Most of
them were based on my husband and
people in my life I wanted to tell things
to,” Owens said. “I have a passion for
encouragement. … A card takes a person
two seconds to read but it’s without a
doubt probably the most joyful two
seconds in their entire day. Such little
effort makes a huge difference when
someone is going through a hard time.”
In addition to her pre-made cards
sold online, Owens creates custom-made
cards for customers. She said her passion
for encouraging others and for written
encouragement, and she gives out free
cards whenever she has opportunity.
Dr. Andrew Baker, director of the
Mitchell Center, shares the same
sentiment, frequently writing cards to

others and advocating the importance
of written encouragement, sometimes
even using Owens’ cards to do just that.
“I believe what Hannah has created
in her card business is something really
needed today, and that is personal
encouragement,” Baker said. “People
matter and personal cards are one way
people can be shown specifically and
personally why they matter. I know
many people who have, in a folder or
file cabinet, cards they have been given
over the years and they mean the world
to them. The power and importance
of written personal communication
should be something we all embrace.”
Owens said she would like to open
a physical card and stationery store on
the Searcy Square.
“I think a stationar y specialty
paper store would fit really well there
because we don’t have something like
that in Searcy,” Owens said. “I’d love
to be in a place where I can interact
one-on-one with customers ... When
I did the survey in college, a very small
number sent cards, but all 100 people
who took the survey said they love
getting cards in the mail. So even if
you don’t like doing it, it will pay off
because everybody likes getting them.”
For more information about Hanwritten visit hanwrittencards.com.

Alumnus to be
featured in design
exhibit this weekend
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
features editor
When alumnus Seth Deitch wanted to surprise his wife
with concert tickets to an Avett Brothers concert, he decided
to contact the venue for possibilities of alleviating the cost of
tickets using his graphic design skills to create band posters.
Deitch was forwarded to the band’s manager. The band
already designed their own posters, but the manager offered
Deitch discounted tickets. Later Deitch learned that the
manager forwarded his name to a promoter who offered
him jobs to design posters for artists Alison Krauss and
Union Station.
“Needless to say, I was super excited (when the promoter
called),” Deitch said. “It took all that I had to stay calm
and act like I knew what I was doing and not blow what I
thought was my only opportunity.”
Deitch graduated from Harding in 2007 with a bachelor’s
in graphic design. Daniel Adams, chair of the department
of art and design, has followed Deitch’s artwork on Instagram, and he contacted Deitch and invited him to display
his posters in the Stevens Art Gallery through April 24.
“A lot of graphic design students don’t do (screen printing), but Seth has always enjoyed that and has an eye for
composition … an interesting sense of humor, and a really
interesting way of getting (his) point across,” Adams said.
Adams said graphic design students recently completed
their own screen-print posters, and their work will be displayed
in the catwalk gallery in conjunction with Deitch’s exhibit.
Deitch has since designed limited-edition concert posters
for several well-known musicians, including Beyonce, Maroon 5 and Bon Jovi. Each poster displayed is available for
students to purchase. Screen-print posters vary in size and
color, and his art created for musicians like Billy Joel, Journey
and Red Hot Chili Peppers will be included in the show.
“It would just be a dream to be able to work with these
big names,” junior Coleton Bryan, an animation major, said.
“It’s definitely really encouraging. For me, with (animation),
which is a really hard industry, to see someone from Harding
come into (poster design), a really hard industry, and do so
well, I think, ‘Yeah, I think I can do it, too.’”
Deitch currently works as a fire inspector for a hospital in
South Carolina, working with band promoters on the side.
He hopes to one day open a teaching studio with friends
where people can come to learn several trades, including
screen-printing, welding and carpentry.
A reception for the exhibit will be held Saturday, April
15 from 10 a.m. to noon. A panel discussion beginning
at 9:30 a.m. will feature Deitch and three other graphic
design alumni.
“I want (the students) to know there are alumni out there
who have pursued their passion and their dream and are
doing quite well,” Adams said. “It’s a really exciting show
and students have really, really enjoyed seeing it.”

Living after death, coping as police officers

The first installment of the ‘Behind the Blue’ series, law enforcement health
SAVANNA DISTEFANO
features editor
On Dec. 15, 2015, Searcy Police Department Lieutenant Brian Wyatt escorted
Clifton Drummond through the damp woods
in Newport, Arkansas, stepping through
wet leaves and mud.
“I didn’t kill my son; I didn’t kill my
son,” Clifton Drummond said, just as he
had consistently during the 40-minute
drive from Searcy.
When the men discovered 2-year-old Malik
Drummond’s remains, Clifton Drummond
ceased his denial. The bones were packed
into the police vehicle and brought back to
Searcy, where an entire department waited
for his homecoming.
“It was a roller coaster of emotions to say
the least — rough, tough cops hurt, too,”
Wyatt said. “To find (Malik Drummond)
and know that I was looking at his bones,
it was sad to know that (his) precious life
had been snuffed out so senselessly and so
early, but it was a joy to know that our hard
work had paid off and we could give that
little guy the burial he deserved.”
The investigation of Malik Drummond
took place for more than a year. According
to police officials, the case — the largest and
longest in Searcy — affected every officer
in the Searcy Police Department and left
a lasting impact on their lives. At least one
of the officers who worked on the case was
diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), an emotional disorder that
may arise after experiencing the death of
another person or the near death of oneself.

“It was a roller coaster of
emotions to say the least —
rough, tough cops hurt, too.”
- Lieutenant Brian Wyatt
Searcy Police Department

Wyatt said that during the year he helped
investigate the Malik Drummond case, he
often returned home from work feeling
defeated and was plagued by many sleepless
nights and questions about the case. Public
Information Officer Terri Lee, a Harding
alumna, also worked closely on the case and
reported a similar experience.
“(The case) put a lot of pressure on
everybody,” Wyatt said. “It was constantly
on the news and there were constant updates about it, it puts even that much more
pressure on you to find the answers, and it
took over a year to do it. There were a lot
of sleepless nights, a lot of lying in bed
wondering and waiting. There was a lot of
pressure on everybody.”
Though homicides like that of the Malik Drummond are rare in Searcy, officers
experience trauma in their average on-duty
responsibilities that may lead to PTSD or
acute stress disorder. Physiological and
emotional stress as well as physical strain
contributes to the overall health of officers.
“You have nightmares; you don’t sleep; you
have a hard time getting out of a funk once
you get done with dealing with something
really bad,” Lee said. “It is hard to explain
the depths of the horrible stuff that we have
to see — and in detail.”
According to a 2015 FBI article, police
officers are twice as likely to kill themselves
than be killed by a felon. A 2012 study recorded 126 officers who committed suicide,
but only 50 officers were fatally shot by a
foe during that year, and 27 died in an auto-related crash, according to the National
Law Enforcement Memorial Fund.
Though the everyday work of a police
officer is never predictable, witnessing death
is almost inevitable. Lee said combating
the desensitization of death is important
to staying grounded.
“You see death a lot, you get used to it,
and that is sometimes a bad thing,” Lee said.
“You get kind of immune to it, and you have
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Lieutenant Brian Wyatt holds a Searcy Police Department copy of a Daily
Citizen article written about Clifton Drummond’s arrest. Wyatt was one of
the officers involved with the Malik Drummond case in 2014-15.
to remember when you go on a scene where a
family that has lost a loved one that it might
be the first time they have ever lost a loved
one. It might be your third dead body this
week, but it is their first in 20 years.”
When Wyatt walked into his home after
his third 12-hour shift at the Searcy Police
Department on Nov. 24. 2015, he received
a text message from another officer with a
missing child alert. He drove down to the
police station he had just left, and a search
team had already been formed to find missing
Malik Drummond.
“It was scary, but I still thought we (were)
going to find him,” Wyatt said. “But also
within the first hour or two of being here
and actually getting out and walking the
streets and seeing the amount of people
who were here and what was taking place,
I knew pretty quick he wasn’t anywhere

around here because there was no way we
could have missed him.”
Wyatt did not rest for the next three
weeks while working on the case. He spent
time poring over documents, interviewing
suspects and strongly engaging in the case
of the missing 2-year-old, who was assumed
to be dead.
The officer’s strong suspicions were affirmed
when Clifton Drummond confessed more
than a year later. After he had wiped away
tears, Wyatt took a deep breath and said the
whole police department rejoiced that day
when Malik was found and brought home.
The memories and emotions, however, will
remain.
The next installment of the “Behind the
Blue” series about law enforcement mental
health will appear in the next edition of The
Bison, on stands April 21.
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A Note On Saying
‘Thank You’

NATALIE SMITH
asst. web editor
The art of writing
thank you notes has all
but died out, but sitting
down for a few minutes
to write one could be
the key to success in
the professional world.
Knowing when to give
sincere tokens of gratitude to professors and
potential employers is a
way to get a leg up on
your peers. Here’s a quick
guide to know when and
how to write professional
thank-you notes.
1) Say thanks for letters of recommendation.
Good letters of recommendation from professors
are vital to acceptance
into graduate school, so
these professors deserve
a note back. Writing
personalized letters of
recommendation for
students’ graduate school
applications takes up
professors’ valuable time
and energ y, of ten in
the busiest part of the
semester. Your professors are not obligated
to write you a letter of
recommendation, so take
a few minutes to express
your gratitude.
According to ThoughtCo, a simple thank you
note can go a long way. An
email can serve as a quick
way of saying “thanks,”
but a handwritten note
from a student can mean
the world to a professor.
It doesn’t have to be
fancy, just thank them
for their time, work and

support throughout your
application process. Tell
them you’ll keep them
informed about your
progress in applying, and
make sure they know how
much you appreciate the
great favor they’ve done
for you.
2) Thank a potential
employer for an interview.
This may sound a bit
like brown-nosing, but
make sure you always
send a thank you note
after you’ve been interviewed for a job. Your
potential employer could
be interviewing several
people, and you want to
stand out among the
crowd. Sending a quick
thank-you email after
an interview could be
the difference between
landing your dream job
and going back to hunting
in the job market.
According to Andrew
LaCivita with LinkedIn,
a thank you email is
perfectly acceptable in
this situation because
of the short window of
time you have for a thank
you note to be effective.
LinkedIn recommends
you send your thanks no
later than one hour after
your interview.
Use this email to not
only thank your potential
employer for their time
and consideration, but
use it to remind them of
the strengths you talked
about in your interview
and bring up things you
forgot to say that you
want them to know.
When done well, these

thank you emails can be
used as an extension of
your interview: a way of
saying the things that
you remembered were
important as soon as you
walked out of the door.
Always make sure to
include a number where
you can be easily reached
at the bottom of your
email. As soon as they
read your thank you note,
they’re going to want to
call you with a job offer
right away.
3) Thank your new
boss for giving you a job.
This may seem cheesy,
maybe a little excessive,
but trust me on this one.
Write a thank you note or
email upon receiving a job
offer. This should capture
the joy of the moment
and your excitement
about being selected for
the position. According
to LinkedIn writer Linda
Hertz, you should never
forget to be grateful to
the people who extend
a job offer to you that
you accept.
This offer could be a
new start for you, or it
may not be, but either
way, you’ve been afforded
an opportunity that other
people contended for, and
you were selected. Make
sure your employer knows
they’ve hired someone
who understands the
opportunity they’ve been
given.
To get a head start
on your thank you note
writing skills, fill out the
cut-out card below and
send it to a friend.
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1. Limited Perfume/Cologne
2. Subtle Makeup
3. Know the Company
4. Be Yourself

Dressing to impress
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Keep your job-hunting outfit in tip-top shape
SARAH DIXON
head copy editor
DELILAH POPE
asst. copy editor
For many upperclassmen,
now is the time to start
upgrading their wardrobe
from student to professional.
Whether you’re preparing for
interviews, internships or your
first job outside of college,
knowing how to dress for
success is a crucial skill in the
post-graduation “real world.”
Lisa Engel, an associate
professor of nursing, offered
insight into what students
should expect when entering
the healthcare field.
According to Engel, the
approved scrub color may
vary between hospitals and
job descriptions, but there are
standards of dress which translate throughout the field, and
scrub quality is a large factor in
professionalism. According to
Engel, cheap Walmart scrubs
will not always maintain their
shape or appearance.
Engel also stressed the
importance of comfort in
choosing the fit of scrubs, and
advised that floor nurses choose
scrubs that will stretch while
performing patient duties.
According to Engel, one should
expect to pay around $40 for a
pair of scrubs, but noted that
a single pair should last a few
years if rotated properly.
Butch Gardner, director
of Career Services, offered
cautionary advice for entering
the corporate world, as tattoos

and extreme piercings, as well
as perfume and accessories, can
distract from the content of
an interview.
“You want the total attention of the person doing the
interview,” Gardner said, “so
those are some things that we
tell all the students that come
in here for mock interviews.We
talk about what to wear and
tell them to avoid too much
perfume or flashy jewelry or
the big, huge purses.”
According to Gardner,
business-casual attire will be
slacks and a dress shirt or polo,
while business professional will
incorporate a necktie or suit
jacket, and what is appropriate
will depend on the industry
and position.
Gardner noted that for
companies with a casual Friday
policy, employees are allowed to
wear jeans, but cautioned that
T-shirts or torn and tattered
clothing are never appropriate.
For facial hair, the rules
are less rigid.
“There’s really not an industry
standard for that. There are
some professions that are a lot
more open to facial hair than
others,” Gardner said. “I would
advise anyone going into an
interview to know the culture
and do their research on the
industry, the organization, and
know what’s acceptable and
what’s not.”
Like Gardner, senior public
relations major Madeline Jones
also stated that one should
know what type of dress is
expected before going into

Thank You!

Dear ________

Sincerely, ________

a new job.
“I would always say err
on the side of being more
professional at first,” Jones
said. “I learned in my senior
seminar class that business
professionals are less likely to
hire somebody who is wearing
trendy, bright, flashy things
because that’s just not what
they’re looking for.”
Senior fashion merchandising major Lauren Pryor has
spent a lot of time analyzing
clothing choices over the past
four years and knows how
important it is to be aware of
what employers expect.
“With each major, your
interview outfit will be different,” Pryor said. “For instance,
with mine, it’s good to show
your style and personality
through what you wear to
your interview.”
Pr yor suggested that
students shopping in Searcy
look at the business attire at
JCPenney, checking out the
sales racks first. She also said
it could be helpful to simply
ask during your interview
what kind of dress they are
looking for.
“Always be sure to ask
beforehand,” Pryor said. “So
then you can start collecting
things for if or when you get
the job, and you can already
have things to wear.”
Overall, our clothes say a
lot about who we are and what
we do, and establishing a great
first impression by dressing
like a boss can make all the
difference.
Cut It Out
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Senior host Duncan Michael strikes a pose to finish his feature number, “Run, Freedom, Run,” from the musical “Urinetown” during a dress rehearsal on
Tuesday, April 12. The hosts and the ensemble will perform a total of eight numbers around the theme, “Curtain Up!”

‘Broadway Rhythm,’ continued from 1A
Theatre professor and Spring Sing set
designer Ben Jones said he had a similar
experience the first time he was involved in
Spring Sing as an ensemble performer in 1994.
“I will never forget what it felt like to hit
the final pose of the finale,” Jones said. “We
were all around the hosts and the hostesses,
and I happened to be one of the ones kneeling down right in front doing jazz hands
and all that junk … And what people don’t
understand is that the sound of 4,000 people
clapping, I mean, you can feel that, not just
hear it. You can actually feel the applause.
That changed me.”
The theme this year, according to director
Steven Frye, celebrates the impact Broadway
theater has had on generations both past and
present. For freshman theatre major and
ensemble performer Ava Galyean, whose
mother traveled with a touring show of
“Shenandoah” and was involved in various
cabarets around New York City, theater
has been an important part of her life right
from the start.
“I have home videos of me in our New
York apartment singing songs from ‘Cats’ and

dressing up as Dorothy from ‘The Wizard
of Oz’ when I was two for Halloween,”
Galyean said.
The beauty of Broadway in particular,
Galyean said, is that the stories remain
relatable over many generations.
“As art and society and times change, so
does our music and taste, and that’s reflected
in our most popular Broadway musicals,”
Galyean said. “Shows like ‘Hamilton,’ ‘Dear
Evan Hansen’ and ‘Waitress’ are all very
modern in style of music and so different
from classics like ‘Oklahoma,’ ‘Annie Get
Your Gun,’ or ‘Carousel.’ But they all have
great stories everyone can listen and relate
to in some way.”
According to Steve Frye, “Curtain Up!” is
a party in the Benson with 1,000 of his closest friends. This year, the Broadway-themed
ensemble numbers are interspersed with
club performances ranging in content
from the secret backstory of Chick-Fil-A’s
bovine mascot to the stock market crash of
1929. Despite the variety of subject matter,
freshman Iota Chi women’s club performer
Sydney Sanford said that the magic of theatre

is that it tells stories from the past, present
and future, and it is not stuck to any rules
of how it should be done.
“Our Spring Sing show, ‘Women of World
War II,’ has been highly influenced by the
musical ‘Newsies,’” Sanford said. “Those
boys were strong and fought for what they
wanted … Our characters are the women
who ran America while the men were gone
in World War II, who wanted to show the
rest of the world that we are strong enough
to fight for what we want and to take care
of who we love.”
According to Sanford, the stories told
in Spring Sing — and in live performances
everywhere — always have a sense of real
life to them, no matter how bizarre they are.
Nelson said the first show she ever saw on
Broadway was “The Little Mermaid.” After
leaving the theater, this 14-year-old girl knew
she would never be the same.
“I knew I wanted to tell a story, and I
knew I wanted to make people feel things,”
Nelson said. “I knew I wanted to be part
of an extravagant number that has people’s
jaws on the floor wondering, ‘How did they

do that?’”
There are infinite ways to tell a story,
according to Nelson, and every Broadway
story — as well as every Spring Sing story
— is wonderful and beautiful in its own way.

“I will never forget what it
felt like to hit the final pose
of the finale. What people
don’t understand is that
the sound of 4,000 people
clapping, I mean, you can
feel that. Not just hear it,
you can actually feel the
applause. That changed
me.”
- Spring Sing Set Designer
Ben Jones
“My 15-year-old sister never really listened
to showtunes until ‘Hamilton’ came around,”
Nelson said. “Now, she knows literally almost
every word to every song. As long as there
are stories to tell, now moving towards fresh
and relevant ways, theater and Broadway will
always thrive.”

‘They say the neon lights are bright on Broadway’
Lighting directors work behind the scenes to create Spring Sing’s illuminated effects
NATALIE E. SMITH
asst. web editor
This year, Spring Sing is making sure
the audience gets the authentic Broadway
experience. Lighting directors Steve Martin
and Colt Cannon have been working tirelessly since November to create a lighting
design that will come to life on the Benson
stage this weekend.
Cannon, who is now lighting his third
Spring Sing show says that planning starts
as soon as the last show is finished, but
concrete planning starts late in the fall
semester. Cannon says that the process
can be tedious because of the odd schedule
of the Benson Auditorium. In years past,
Cannon said that this has been a major
problem, but with new computer programs

to design lighting, they are getting back
many lost hours of sleep.
“We’re able to get ahead of the game a
lot,” Cannon said. “A lot of the time, we’d
stay up all night the week before Spring
Sing weekend finishing stuff just because
of scheduling conflicts. We only have a
certain number of hours we can work in
a day because of rehearsals, but now we’re
able to program the lights on a computer
this year, and we’ve saved a lot of time.”
Martin has been working in lighting at
Harding for 29 years and says he is never
lit the same show twice.
“This one was similar to last year, but even
in bringing it over to this year, there were
new challenges to overcome,” Martin said.
W hile Spring Sing traditions stay
consistent, Cannon and Martin say that

audiences have some new elements to look
out for in this year’s show.
“In years past if you’ve watched Spring
Sing you’ve seen the screens in the back
crash or go to the windows blue screen,”
Cannon said. “This year, we bought a new
media server to fix that problem so we can
run the music for the clubs and all the video
from up in the back of the auditorium. It’s
actually programmed into the lighting
console. That’s pretty cool; we haven’t had
that before.”
Martin said that before Cannon came on
the scene, they did not have the technology
to do any of this.
“The best we could do was advance
slides,” Martin said. “I had a little gizmo
that could basically run PowerPoint, so we
did that for seven years I guess. But now

it’s a lot fancier.”
Perhaps what the lighting directors
are most excited about is the new truss
(a structure from which the lights hang),
which was built specifically for this show.
“This year we had to set up this truss
grid,” Cannon said. “We built this, and we
hung up all this stuff, so that’s something
that’s not usually there. We wanted our
new nexus lights to hang facing forward
so the audience would get to fully experience them.”
These new “nexus” lights are extremely
bright lights that are aptly nicknamed
“blinders” because of their intensity. In fact,
the show only uses them at a maximum of
16 percent their capacity. Using these lights,
Martin and Cannon are working to bring
the lights of Broadway to the Benson stage.
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Lighting director Colt Cannon and Spring Sing Director Steven Frye sit in the control room overlooking the Benson Auditorium on Wednesday, April 12.
Cannon, along with Steve Martin, has been working since November to create the lighting effects for the show. Spring Sing 2017 is the third show under
Cannon’s supervision.
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‘Something incredible ...
I’ll do something incredible’

SPRING SING

Social clubs use Spring Sing as an
opportunity to give back toFriday,
Searcy
April 14, 2017 | 3C
SARAH DIXON
head copy editor

Since 2006, Spring Sing groups have teamed
up with local charities and organizations as a
way to give back to the community, and this
year is no different. The eight Spring Sing
shows are each paired with a charity and will
be competing on behalf of their cause. On
Saturday, April 15, the first, second and third
place winners will be announced, and their
charities will receive various amounts of funds.
Delta Nu and friends are competing for
Friends for Life with their show “1929.”
Friends for Life is a center in Searcy whose
mission is to “Encourage, evangelize and
educate women in life affirming choices,” and
offers free and confidential services to women
in the Searcy area.
“We chose (Friends for Life) because
what they do for the women in this community is very important, and we would like
to help support their cause,” sophomore and
student director Kendall Carwile said. “It’s a
wonderful organization that truly cares about
the well-being of the women in the Searcy
community.”
GATA, Chi Kappa Rho, Phi Kappa Delta
and friends are performing their show “The
Whole Kilt and Caboodle” for Searcy Children’s Homes, a non-profit child placement
agency that provides foster care, adoption and
maternity services to children and families
in Arkansas.
Kids First, a pediatric health care program
for children with special health care needs,
teamed up with Chi Sigma Alpha, Regina,
Sigma Phi Mu and friends, who will be performing their show “The UPS and Downs
of Delivery.”
Chi Omega Pi, Iota Chi, Shantih, Zeta
Pi Zeta and friends will be competing with
their show “Everything’s Coming Up Rosie”

for Jacob’s Place. Jacob’s Place Homeless
Mission provides temporary housing as well
as financial, emotional, spiritual and job counseling for homeless families with children in
White County.
Pi Theta Phi, Gamma Sigma Phi and
friends are competing for Special Olympics
with their show, “Woodside Story.”
Delta Gamma Rho, Omega Phi and friends
will be performing their show, “Chicken Fillet:
The Moo-sical,” to benefit Hope Cottage, a
shelter in Searcy that provides support for
abused women and children, including life
counseling and transitional housing.
Ju Go Ju, Ko Jo Kai, Sub T-16 and Friends
are teamed up with the Sunshine School, a
White County school for people of all ages
with developmental disabilities, and will be
performing “Rock the Boat” on their behalf.
TNT, Zeta Rho and friends are competing
with their show “Christmas with the Cousins”
for the White County Aging Program, which
provides meals, transportation and activities
for senior citizens in the area.
“We chose the White County Aging
Facility because we could all easily connect
well with it by thinking of the impact older
mentors have had in each of our lives,” junior
and student director Sara Keith said. “We were
already able to serve this group by repainting
their facility, but now we are excited to sponsor
this group with our show.”
House manager for Jacob’s Place, Rebecca
Milon said that Spring Sing does a lot for
the Searcy community due to the revenue
it brings. Milon also said that receiving the
prize money from Spring Sing 2016 winners
TNT, Zeta Rho and friends helped relieve a
lot of tension and stress.
“Jacob’s Place runs on strictly volunteer
work and donations,” Milon said. “I’m sure
that money was a huge blessing, and everything
(Harding) does for us is greatly appreciated.”
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LIST EN F OR
T H E SE LY RIC S
CHICKEN FILLET: THE MOO-SICAL
“... POOR UNFORTUNATE FOWL. IF
ONLY THEY KNEW THAT WE'RE
GOING TO SERVE THEM UP TO OUR
CUSTOMERS, THAT'S YOU ...”

CHRISTMAS WITH THE COUSINS
“... CHRISTMAS IS HERE, IT'S THE FINAL
NIGHT, WE GOTTA MAKE THE TOYS AND
MAKE THEM RIGHT, SET ASIDE ALL OUR
DIFFERENCES AND WORK TOGETHER ...”

THE UPS & DOWNS OF DELIVERY
“... DELIVERING, ALWAYS
DELIVERING. NEVER ABLE TO
TAKE A BREAK, THERE'S JUST
TOO MUCH AT STAKE ...”

Senior hostess Renee Maynard, senior host Duncan Michael, senior hostess
show performers in the “Curtain Up!” finale on Tuesday, April 12. A tradition

‘Anything you can do

How Spring Sing stacks up against sister
GRANT STEWART
asst. copy editor
To Harding students, faculty and alumni
alike, Spring Sing takes over campus as the
biggest event of the semester and possibly
of the year. Even though it began in 1974,
Spring Sing seems to be as eternal as Harding
itself, and though there may be additions,
the basic structure remains unchanged
from its inception. This structure seems
quite simple: clubs mesh together to make
a seven-minute show that competes against
other shows for a donation to the charity of
their choice as well as a number of awards.
During Easter weekend, students dressed
in various, often outlandish costumes take
control of the Benson stage and sing and
perform choreography to hit songs, rewritten
to fit each show’s theme. Then, there is the
overall theme that directs the four hosts
and hostesses.
While Spring Sing certainly draws
in a large crowd for Harding every year,
many of its sister schools gear up for
their own versions of Spring Sing under
various names. So how do they compare
with Harding’s staple show of the spring?
Abilene Christian University (ACU):
Sing Song
ACU lays claim to the oldest show on this
list, as Sing Song began in 1956. While it
may be the original, Sing Song is perhaps the
least like Harding’s production. According
to ACU senior marketing major Manaia
Broom and senior criminal justice major
Philomena DeHoyos, Sing Song does not
allow clubs to collaborate for a show. There
are three categories: men’s clubs, women’s
clubs and mixed voices. The mixed voices
category is devoted to students who are not

in a club or choose not to compete with
their clubs, but are instead sorted by years.
Other major differences lie on the technical side. Sing Song is performed on the
“Sing Song Stage,” which is essentially a set
of risers or steps that everyone in the show
must stand or build upon. Each show must
meet the overall Sing Song theme and has
a time limit of three-and-a-half minutes.
The shows are performed live in unrecorded
acapella, and the choreography is limited.
“We do choreography, but it’s more like
hand movements and steps,” Broom said.
“We are not allowed to do certain moves
like finger guns or gyrating.”
DeHoyos added that these limitations
helped Sing Song directors get more creative
with their shows.
“Sing Song is like, ‘How many different
things can we do with our arms in the time
limit?’” DeHoyos said. “It’s cool to see how
people get creative with the theme and the
limitations that surround it.”
Sing Song typically occurs around
Valentine’s Day each year, and the winner
gets a sum of money for the charity of
their choice, and a trophy that they keep
for a week. The winners of each individual
category get a trophy that reflects the theme
of that year’s show.
Freed-Hardeman University (FHU):
Makin’ Music
Started in 1978, Makin’ Music includes
music, skits and videos from six hosts/hostesses and five club shows. Clubs are allowed
to collaborate and create a show out of the
mix. According to FHU senior exercise
major Cody Nicholson, the shows have the
same stressful and hectic practice schedule
as Harding, including a Super Saturday in
which there are about 28 hours of practice

EVERYTHING’S COMING UP ROSIE
“... HAD TO SAY GOODBYE, NOW THE
WORKING’S FOR US WOMEN ...”

WOODSIDE STORY

“... SINCE WE'VE LEFT THE HOUSE,
THESE OLD BODIES ARE DISTRESSED.
IS IT FREEZING IN HERE? DOES THIS
BROACH GO WITH MY DRESS? ...”

1929

“... THERE'S ONLY US. THERE'S ONLY THIS.
FORGET YOUR GREED OR LIFE IS YOURS TO
MISS. THAT WAS A DIFFERENT LIFE, WE'LL SHOW
YOU THE NEW WAY. NO DAY BUT TODAY ...”

THE WHOLE KILT & CABOODLE
“... WE ARE THE CAMPBELLS AND WE ARE
THE MACDONNELLS; WE HATE EACH
OTHER BUT WE BOTH LIVE HERE! ...”

ROCK THE BOAT

“... WE LIKE BIG BOATS AND WE CANNOT LIE ...”
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY

Hosts, ensemble and social clubs practice during HU Spring Sing rehearsal
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‘SE A SONS OF L OV E’

1974

S P R I N G S I N G T H RO U G H T H E D E C A D E S

The first Spring Sing, created by students Jerry
Palmer and Steve Alexander, was modeled after
Abilene Christian College’s Sing Song event for
Harding’s 50th anniversary. Men’s social club Sub
T-16 and women’s social club Ko Jo Kai won first
with a Spring Sing show titled, “Sailing.”

Victoria DeBoef and junior host Ross Smith join the ensemble and various club
since 1974, Spring Sing is not as unique as many Harding students may think ...

... (we) can do better’

Courtesy of 1979 Spring Sing Program

schools Lipscomb, OCU, Freed, ACU

in the Benson Auditorium on Tuesday, April 11. | Photos by EVAN SWEARINGEN

1986

Men’s social club Galaxy and women’s social club
Ju Go Ju played Harding public safety officers in
Spring Sing Show, titled “It’s Not Just a Job, it’s an
Adventure.” The show demonstrated the
community aspect of working in Public Safety.

Courtesy of The Bison 1990
Risers collapsed during men’s social club Chi
Sigma Alpha and women’s social club Regina’s
1990 Spring Sing show titled, “Not Just a Bunch
of O’Blarney.” The show continued and won the
choreography award despite the incident.

2014

and scripted dialogue between each song.
Each song must be in the vicinity of one
to one-and-a-half minutes long.
“(Each show) is basically a musical, but
much shorter,” Rowland said.
Singarama presents a different award
after each performance. The award presented
Thursday night will be for theme, Friday
night for music, Saturday afternoon for
staging and Saturday night for the overall
sweepstakes award. Singarama usually occurs around Easter, with this year’s show
occurring from April 6-8.
Oklahoma Christian University (OCU):
Spring Sing
Started in 1969, OCU’s Spring Sing bears
the same name but is a slightly different show
than Harding’s. According to recent OCU
graduate Josh Messick, OCU’s Spring Sing
is a completely live performance with no
collaborations between OCU clubs. Each
club must perform individually, and they
have their own individual flair, according
to Messick.
“(Each club) brings together their own
signature style; for instance, my club, Kappa
Sigma Tau, had the Kappa Snaps,” Messick
said. “We also get to design individualized
banners to promote our shows.”
Like Harding’s Spring Sing, OCU has
multiple practices per week that culminates
into the final five-and-a-half to six minute
show on the big nights. However, Messick
sites execution as the biggest difference
between the two.
“I guess a lot of the difference is the
pace of it all, because Harding looks a bit
more theatrical,” Messick said. “OC’s is a
lot more fast-paced.”
In the end, the winners go home with a
cash prize and bragging rights.

Men’s social club Kingsmen and women’s social
club OEGE placed first for the third year in a row
with their show, “Take Note,” setting the record
for the most consecutive wins at that time.
Kingsmen and OEGE were brother-sister clubs.

Courtesy of 2014 Bison Archives
Dr. Bruce McLarty became the first President to
participate in Spring Sing. He wrote the welcome
for the 2014 show, “New” and performed on stage
with other faculty members, including Chancellor
David Burks. McLarty also worked stage crew for
Spring Sing as a student.
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the weekend before the show. In fact, Makin’
Music might be the closest production to
Spring Sing at a sister school. Each show
must be no longer than seven-and-a-half
minutes long, and even some of the terminology sounds similar.
“Lyrics (and choreography) must be kept
FHU appropriate,” Nicholson said.
The week of Makin’ Music has a striking
resemblance to Spring Sing, as it includes
a club exclusive first viewing on Monday,
a dress rehearsal on Tuesday and a Thursday matinee for local elementary students.
However, Makin’ Music has no Thursday
night performance.
One major different between Makin’
Music and Spring Sing is that Makin’ Music
is almost entirely student-led. Nicholson was
one of the student producers for the 2017
production and played a huge role in the
overall execution, and this was a role that
Nicholson claimed to really love.
“My favorite thing about Makin’ Music is
watching so many different shows come to
life on stage and seeing how well each one
is executed during the three performances,”
Nicholson said.
Lipscomb University: Singarama
Founded in 1963, Singarama also boasts
a central theme, hosts and hostesses, and a
charitable donation given to the winning
shows’ chosen cause. But it also possesses
several differences. According to Bethany
Rowland, Lipscomb senior theatre directing
major and director of the winning 2017
Singarama show, Singarama consists of three
nights of host and hostess songs and three
individual shows, each of which is made
up of various clubs and friends of 100-150
people. Each individual segment is around
25 minutes long and consists of eight songs
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Dr. Andrew Cook directs the Jazz Band during Spring Sing rehearsal on Tuesday, April 11. This is Cook’s third year directing the “legendary” Jazz Band.

‘... paint the town, and all that jazz’

Eighteen students, one director take the reigns on Spring Sing’s instrumentals
DELILAH POPE
editorial asst.
With changing directors, clubs and hosts,
Harding’s Spring Sing has seen numerous
changes to its cast over the years, but through
it all, the participation of the university’s Jazz
Band has been nearly constant. This year’s
Spring Sing show, “Curtain Up!” marks the
42nd year that the Jazz Band has participated
as the production’s primary instrumental
accompaniment.
The band has been a part of the Harding
music program since the 1960s, specializing
in blues, swing, funk, Latin and contemporary
music styles.The band plays several independent
shows each year, but according to Dr. Andrew
Cook, assistant professor of music at Harding
and the Jazz Band’s director since 2015, Spring
Sing is the band’s biggest event of the year.
“Spring Sing is always the big highlight
of the spring semester for us because we end
up learning nine or 10 new pieces for Spring
Sing,” Cook said.
Like Spring Sing’s hosts and performers,
the Jazz Band practices every day of the week
leading up to the performances, and according

to Cook, the rigorous practice schedule is not
the only challenge faced by his performers.
“When you sit down with a jazz band,
if you’re paying third trombone, you’re the
only person playing third trombone, and
you’re the only person on that part,” Cook
said. “So there’s a lot more accountability, as
it’s one person to a part. You have to learn
your part, and you have to be responsible for
it, and you have to play it well for the band
to play it well.”
The band consists of 18 students of
various majors, and boasts five saxophones,
four trombones, five trumpets, a piano, bass,
guitar and drums.
Junior music education major Devin
Daniel has been involved with a jazz band
since the sixth grade, and has participated in
Harding’s band program since his freshman
year. He currently performs as the Jazz Band’s
principal trumpet. According to Daniel, the
unique experience of the Jazz Band has been
a positive one.
“It’s a great experience because it’s learning
how to be a part of a show but not being the
main event,” Daniel said. “It’s not just starting
a song and ending a song, it’s following along

making sure that we know where we are and
doing a lot of listening. It’s a good professional
experience.”
According to Cook, only four of the 18
members of the Jazz Band are not music
majors, and he complimented them on their
commitment, not only to his program, but to
the Harding band program at large, as being
involved in multiple bands often requires
students to participate in at least one practice
each day of the week.
“ We have really talented and really
committed students, and it’s just a different
style and a different type of music for them
to play, and I think that they get excited about
it as well,” Cook said. “There is tremendous
dedication there.”
Each year, the band performs two of
their own arrangements for the Spring Sing
audience in each half of the show. Cook
attempts to connect the band’s songs to
the greater show as a whole, so this year he
chose two Broadway songs to fit the theme.
After searching for the perfect fits, he found
an arrangement of “I Just Can’t Wait to Be
King” that he thought would complement the
show. Cook also arranged “Don’t Break The

Rules” for host senior Renee Maynard’s solo,
an arrangement that he is especially proud of.
Daniel stressed the closeness of the group
when it comes to practicing and performing,
noting that there is a friendly rivalry between
the stage performers and musicians, which has
contributed to this year’s experience.

“It’s a great experience
because it’s learning how
to be a part of a show but
not being the main event.”
- Junior
Devin Daniel
“It’s the amount of time spent on the
bandstand, just playing with people that I enjoy
playing with, and the reality is that there is a
separation between the singers and dancers
and the band, and so its fun having a little feud
going on,” Daniel said. “It’s all good fun and
games but it’s kind of a bonding thing with
the band, because we’re the instrumentalists
and they’re the performers. So we’ve become
a tight-knit group.”
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